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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Google has the power to manipulate what you see online, targeting you with certain advertisements

and burying search results they’d rather you not see. But can they go so far as to control the

outcome of political elections? Absolutely, according to Robert Epstein, Ph.D., a senior research

psychologist at the American Institute for Behavioral Research and Technology (AIBRT).

Epstein, a Harvard-trained psychologist who founded the Cambridge Center for Behavioral Studies,

likens Google to a dictator with unprecedented power because it relies on techniques of

manipulation that have never existed before in human history. The free services they provide really

aren’t free, he warns. “You pay for the with your freedom.”

Google Uses Ephemeral Manipulation Tools

In the video above, Epstein speaks with Jan Jekielek, senior editor of The Epoch Times, about

Google’s ability to control public policy, swing elections and brainwash our children. Google has the

power “to censor content, to track our every move, to tear societies apart, to alter the human mind,

and even to reengineer humanity,” Epstein writes in his report, “Google’s Triple Threat,”  which he

details in his interview with Jekielek.

The methods Google uses are ephemeral and leave no paper trail, making it very diScult to track

and prove that they’re using humans as pawns, manipulating us via ways that we can’t counteract.

Ephemeral experiences occur brieTy, then disappear, and include things like a list of suggested

videos on YouTube, search suggestions and topics in a newsfeed.

“They affect us, they disappear, they’re stored nowhere and they’re gone,” Epstein says. “It’s the

ideal form of manipulation. People have no idea they’re being manipulated, number one, and

number two, authorities can’t go back in time to see what people were being shown, in other words,

how they were being manipulated.”

Epstein and his team, however, have found ways to track Google’s invisible, almost subliminal, tools,

including the search engine manipulation effect (SEME). According to Epstein:

“SEME is one of the most powerful forms of in4uence ever discovered in the behavioral

sciences … It leaves people thinking they have made up their own minds, which is very

much an illusion. It also leaves no paper trail for authorities to trace. Worse still, the very

few people who can detect bias in search results shift even farther in the direction of the

bias, so merely being able to see the bias doesn’t protect you from it.”

Research by Epstein and colleagues has found that biased search results can change people’s

opinions and voting preferences, shifting opinions in undecided voters by 20% to 80% in certain

demographic groups.  Internal emails leaked from Google talk about “ephemeral experience,” and

the company makes a point to engineer ephemeral experiences intended to alter the way people

think.

SEME, however, is just one of about a dozen subliminal tools that Epstein’s team has discovered.

Others include the “search suggestion effect,” the “opinion matching effect” and the “YouTube

manipulation effect.”

Google Shifted Millions of Votes in 2020

As Epstein and his team began to preserve politically related ephemeral experiences, extreme

political bias was uncovered on Google and YouTube, which is owned by Google’s parent company

Alphabet.

In the days leading up to the 2020 Presidential election and 2021 Senate runoff elections in

Georgia, for instance, they preserved 1.5 million ephemeral experiences and more than 3 million

web pages, which were suScient to shift “at least 6 million votes in the presidential election

without people’s knowledge.”

This isn’t an isolated incident. In 2016, Google’s search algorithm generated biased search results

that inTuenced undecided voters, giving 2.6 million to 10.2 million votes to Hillary Clinton.

Epstein makes a point to state that he leans left politically, but despite Google’s bias working to

support the candidates he supported, he can’t applaud it, “because rigorous research I have been

conducting since 2013 has shown me how dangerous these companies are – Google-and-the-

Gang, I call them.”

Even displaying a “Go Vote” reminder on Google on election day in 2018, Epstein found, gave one

political party an extra 800,000 to 4.6 million votes compared to what the other party got. What’s

more, Epstein says those numbers are “quite conservative.”  “In other words,” Epstein explained,

“Google’s ‘Go Vote’ prompt was not a public service; it was a vote manipulation. This type of vote

manipulation is an example of what I call the ‘Differential Demographics Effect.’”

Epstein also had a monitoring system in place in 2018, which preserved more than 47,000 election-

related searches on Google, Bing and Yahoo, along with nearly 400,000 web pages that the search

results linked to. The political bias that was uncovered in the results may have shifted 78.2 million

votes to one political party.

Even the “autocomplete” feature that occurs when you start to type in Google’s search engine is a

powerful manipulation tool. “A growing body of evidence suggests that Google is manipulating

people’s thinking and behavior from the very grst character people type into the search box,” Epstein

writes.  Just from this feature alone, Epstein’s research found Google can turn a 50/50 split among

undecided voters into nearly a 90/10 split — all without people realizing they’re being manipulated.

Further, because Google’s persuasive technologies are so powerful, and many elections worldwide

are very close, Epstein’s data suggest Google has likely been determining the outcomes of up to

25% of national elections worldwide since at least 2015.

Google Is a Surveillance Agency

It’s important to understand that Google is a surveillance agency with signigcant yet hidden

surveillance powers, and this is one of their primary threats to society. As noted by Epstein:

"The search engine … Google Wallet, Google Docs, Google Drive, YouTube, these are

surveillance platforms. In other words, from their perspective, the value these tools have is

they give them more information about you. Surveillance is what they do."

While surveillance is Google's primary business, their revenue — which exceeds $130 billion a year

— comes almost exclusively from advertising. All that personal information you've provided them

through their various products is sold to advertisers looking for a specigc target audience.

Meanwhile, they also have an unprecedented censorship ability. By restricting or blocking access to

websites, they decide what you can and cannot see.

The most crushing problem with this kind of internet censorship is that you don't know what you

don't know. If a certain type of information is removed from search, and you don't know it should

exist somewhere, you will never know and you won’t go looking for it. This is how hundreds of

millions of people have been deprived of learning the power of natural healing from me and many

other clinicians who have been censored by Google.

For example, Google has been investing in DNA repositories for quite a long time, and adding DNA

information to our progles. According to Epstein, Google has taken over the national DNA

repository, but articles about that — which he has cited in his own writings — have all vanished. As it

stands, Epstein is worried for the future if no one steps in to stop Google’s power:

“As the father of Jve children, I am especially concerned about what humanity’s future will

look like if Big Tech is allowed to continue unobstructed on its path toward world

domination. In the 1950s, British economist Kenneth Boulding wrote, ‘A world of unseen

dictatorship is conceivable, still using the forms of democratic government.’

I am writing this essay because I believe that such a world already exists, and that unless

we act quickly and decisively, the power that the technology company executives have

garnered will become so Jrmly entrenched that we will never be able to unseat them from

their invisible thrones.”

Epstein’s Six Top Privacy Tips

The grst step to breaking free from Google’s dictatorship is recognizing that the manipulation is

occurring. The next involves consciously opting out of it as much as possible. It’s especially

important that children are protected, as they are among the most vulnerable to the onslaught of

manipulation, which will have serious consequences to future generations. Epstein noted:

“We’re trying to Jgure out how the manipulation works. But most importantly, we’re trying

to quantify it … Because I think that what’s really happening is that there is a cumulative

effect of, not just political bias, but a value literally a cumulative effect of being exposed to

certain kinds of values, over and over and over again, on one tech platform, or after

another.

And I think that the people who are most vulnerable to being impacted by that kind of

process are children.”

Epstein has compiled six steps that can help protect your privacy online, noting that he hasn’t

received a targeted ad on his computer or mobile phone since 2014 as a result. To take back some

of your online privacy, for yourself as well as your children, he recommends:

1. Get rid of Gmail. If you have a Gmail account, try a non-Google email service instead such as

ProtonMail, an encrypted email service based in Switzerland.

2. Uninstall Google Chrome and use Brave browser instead, available for all computers and

mobile devices. It blocks ads and protects your privacy.

3. Switch search engines. Try Brave search engine instead, which you can access on the Brave

browser and will not compromise your privacy and surveil you.

4. Avoid Android. Google phones and phones that use Android track virtually everything you do

and do not protect your privacy. It’s possible to de-Google your cellphone by getting an Android

phone that doesn’t have a Google operating system, but you’ll need to gnd a skilled IT person

who can reformat your cellphone’s hard drive.

5. Avoid Google Home devices. If you have Google Home smart speakers or the Google

Assistant smartphone app, there’s a chance people are listening to your requests, and even

may be listening when you wouldn’t expect.

6. Consider using a proxy or VPN (Virtual Private Network). This service creates a buffer

between you and the internet, “fooling many of the surveillance companies into thinking you’re

not really you.”

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

6,197 ratings

ORDER NOW
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One concerning surveillance tool google uses that I didn't see mentioned in this report was Google's ability to listen to your conversations

over your cellphone. It's happened several times at work and home. We will have like a "brain storming" meeting at work in one of the

conference rooms. When the meeting is over I'll go to my desk and open my browser to be bombarded with advertisements related to

what we just talked about in the meeting. If I don't bring my phone to the meeting it doesn't happen.
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Dena1219
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:24:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A friend and neighbor of mine had the same exact experience on his Android 22 phone. The phone is a surveillance device.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/6/2022 7:54:01 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Another Caveat - NOT just Google doing this! Using MS Edge with MS news feed on their main page. Recent searches made for a

new bottled water supplier or printer supplies or whatever, numerous ads show up shortly thereafter interspersed in news feed.

This tracking is not subtle, More than annoying.
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jwyoungjerry
Joined On 11/13/2020 3:22:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Google has a globalist outlook for humanity and if that's true then they are the enemy of the people.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“If you ever gnd that you are passionately debating an issue that does not in any way directly affect you or anyone else you know

maybe someone else is distracting you while they pick your pockets.” “Keep the people distracted so they don't see the economic

system crashing around them. Our leaders have no problem deceiving us as long as they get what they want.”
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Gwyncann
Joined On 7/20/2012 8:36:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have never and will never use "autocomplete". "Spellcheck" and "location services" are disabled. The microphone is turned off, the

camera has electrician's tape over it. For a number of years now, I have used the custom date range tool if I am doing research as it

avoids 10 pages of garbage propaganda returns. I use proton mail for sensitive content. I do not and never have had a cell phone. I prefer

to remain as disconnected from the Matrix as possible - to read a good book, take a walk, enjoy the actual rather than virtual company of

others. In short, live as my great grandparents did with only the most necessary of modern tech. I will not be controlled
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nomogmo
Joined On 9/7/2010 2:08:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My android phone will not work when I cover the camera lens with tape. I can't make nor can I answer calls until I peel the tape off.

So you have the best answer on that... no cell phone!
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

i hate spell check, it never agrees on what i intended to say!  I have a cell phone because at 81, I never know when i will need help

for aa Tat tire or a fall waking in the woods. I text 2 friends in am to let them know i am alive and that is about it. I ggure they

already know what i think, fb has knocked me off several times so no need to try hiding my thoughts. Because at my age what can

they do to me!
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SadieKay
Joined On 8/1/2016 1:46:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I no longer have a cell phone. Now I get spam offering me free phones. The cabal is desperate to be offering free phones.
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, I'll make the suggested changes, keeping my android for now (the camera and what's app).  More than separating from Google et al,

(the horizontal dimension) I'm rigorously prioritizing my trust in the vertical dimension, relationship to inner truth, God. God did not create

a meaningless world. Google and the Gang say nothing about reality.
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We have been pawns for hundreds of years, ever since some neurotic leader decided everyone must follow him into war, not in defence of

anything, but to grab what some other group had...Now we are just bigger, fatter, less active, sleepier pawns and the tools to keep people

in that state are even more effective, but non the less they are still based on the same methods, encouraging fear and ego.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

(Asch Conformity Experiment)  This Scary Experiment Explains Two Years of COVID Hell.

 www.americanthinker.com/articles/2022/04/this_scary_experiment_explain..
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davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The old adage, loose lips sink ships is still true.
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Shannon_Flaherty
Joined On 2/19/2021 6:52:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Even after all of the manipulation and covert coercion regarding votes, they STILL had to run fake ballots through. Anyway, I am soooo

thankful I am a critical thinker, I question everything and cannot (and will not) be manipulated. In my youth, my fellow students used to

call me names due to this; however, it has served me well in life. I see right through ANY attempts at manipulation, whether it be online or

in person.
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Dena1219
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:24:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not to mention the Dominion machines being manipulated thru the internet. Massive # of votes were switched from Trump over to

the "big guy", Creepy Joe.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Right Shannon. Once you have that mindset established the manipulators can try all they wish to try and make you believe

something you know is false information. The critical mind solves everything once you fully embrace IT
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A dominant theme for decades has been pretty much let anything go & if Google, whoever, is a bad actor, someone will build a better

Google. Well, someone can build all the better mousetraps they want but when Monopoly Mousetrap Inc. pretty controls every corner

from soup to nuts it just can't happen. Who builds a complete ready to fairly compete car company, Google, or whatever when they have

to take on those who have billions, control billions, own politicians or provide the staff to run the gov't watchdog institutions? All this is

serious but when specigc Private Entities are Peeping Tom Snoops basically stealing your life, your mind, your ability to interact with the

World at Large are allowed to basically to turn on or off your ability to access, process information or obtain goods are all things Gov'ts

are condemned for.

To allow hidden, private small groups to manipulate the feedback loops of Life & enforce their imagined superior designs just makes their

derailed crazy train of unintended consequences roll even faster. Breaking up these monopolies is one step, but the availability of such

tools is tempting fruit for devastating outcomes whether those behind using them have bad intentions or not. However, keep in mind, it

also seems those who would be king currently can't hold their grip on it all.

Their need to censor out in the open, to shut down funds, & more, points to people getting around the BS. A discussion heard the other

day as the two analysts were pondering what the hell is going on? In many respects positions long held on the Left & Right are being

picked up by each other. One offered the voters have changed & are not buying the oScial narratives of bought, owned & controlled

oScial "two" parties. It seems because a pandemic has exposed more than those in charge would like & those who could or do vote are

being exposed to our real center, not the phony self-serving center cultured by the WEF's Uniged Party owned two watchdogs.
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Robert Epstein Warns Against Big Tech Manipulation
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Robert Epstein, Ph.D. warns about Google’s ability to control public policy, swing elections and brainwash our children)

The methods Google uses are ephemeral and leave no paper trail behind, making it very diScult to track and prove that they’re using

humans as pawns, manipulating us via ways that we can’t counteract

)

Research by Epstein and colleagues has found that biased search results can change people’s opinions and voting preferences, shifting

opinions in undecided voters by 20% to 80% in certain demographic groups

)

Google’s “autocomplete” feature on its search engine can turn a 50/50 split among undecided voters into nearly a 90/10 split — all without

people realizing they’re being manipulated

)

The grst step to breaking free from Google’s dictatorship is recognizing that the manipulation is occurring; the next involves consciously

opting out of it as much as possible by protecting your privacy online

)
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Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM
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Humans into pawns indeed. People are becoming essentially infantalized and dependent on mother google, MSM, and the fear mongers

like the evil Fauci and Gates. . And have you noticed that as phones get smarter, PEOPLE get less intelligent (i.e. DUMBER) ? - And full of

anger - they probably don't even know why. I think - I fear, that this is biblical evil. A gght for our very soul. There is a beast that feeds on

anger, and hatred. We- you and I, can not feed that beast. We know the beast, we can see it, and feel its hot breath as it reaches out for

our soul. We must all learn to walk AMONG but not AMONGST. As Ringo (Starr) would say - Peace and Love -- Its the only way to defeat

the roaring soul devouring beast.
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sunZowerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Human species is being dumbed down as a nutritionist once said to me.  I add that mankind has not been a good steward,

caregiver of this planet we've been given.  In fact, from what i've been reading and learning about is that mankind is destroying our

home; and it'll be gone soon if we don't end all the destruction.
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Dordee
Joined On 5/22/2012 12:47:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My phone is old,I phone S. suits me gne. I text, call and keep it for tmes like Tat tires so can call for help. I do not keep it glued to

my ear 24/7. Yes, we do live among them but I refuse to be one of them. We are close to end times I fear. The battle is becoming

worse every day.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I found an earlier article - from 2020. -- vaccineimpact.com/2020/google-a-dictator-unlike-anything-the-world-has..  -- I don't use

Gmail...microshaft mail is bad enough. I still have to go through their server; but I'm using Vivaldi integrated mail on my end. I also have

Mailfence, running inside a ToR browser; which is very secure. I hope everyone realizes that Google owns a Quantum Computer! That

opens up a whole world of evil possibilities for them.
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MWM000
Joined On 8/26/2019 11:03:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What is the best option to use if we want to completely remove Google from our lives?? It appears it has a huge advantage over all the

others. How come there doesn’t seem to be a worthy competitor?…or maybe I’m wrong?
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weehen
Joined On 8/25/2010 2:09:20 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not sure how you degne “worthy competitor” but Reclaim the Net and this article list great options. I use Protonmail, Brave for my

daily personal email and browsing, but I still have Google for workplace stuff, and keep the 2 as separate as possible…
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CarolyneMas
Joined On 3/22/2021 1:47:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I remember reading about this sort of thing a few years back. I have always believed the internet and social media are all about creating

artigcial consensus as we reveal so much of ourselves all the time that used to be hidden. They know exactly how to steer our thoughts,

emotions, and opinions.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Surveillance Valley" The Secret Military History of the Internet.   author Yasha Levine   "The internet is the most effective weapon

the government has ever built."
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Dena1219
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:24:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Blockchain phones might be an answer. www.bitcoinmarketjournal.com/blockchain-phones
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lisedm
Joined On 6/25/2021 12:13:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi! On April 28, 2020 Whitney Webb interviewed Doug Valentine who is the author of "The CIA as Organized Crime" and "The Phoenix

Program" used in South Vietnam to organize, manipulate local people and institutions which ended in capturing, arresting, jailing and

sometimes killing innocent people, etc.  The Judiciary that the CIA created was designed for this to happen and much more. The local

police was involved, too, and on and on and on. Think corrupt judiciary in this country (United States and elsewhere). The article can be

found at www.thelastamericanvagabond.com This ended up being a "model" for the Homeland Security institutions - think "fake"

pandemic and more. I haven't used Google in years.   I use www.startpage.com  Is it time to get rid of our phones? Or at least use them

"less often." Or get rid of the "smart phones" and get another kind. We used to live "nicely" without them.
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RedRavenSounds
Joined On 8/9/2021 12:25:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

After the CIA destroyed our last elected president in Dallas Texas, November 22 1963, in a bloody cross gre - coup de'etat, they

were completely off the chain. President Kennedy had started to destroy the beast. he said "I am going to break the CIA into a

thousand pieces and scatter it to the winds" - He had started to do so gring Cabel, Dulles and Bissel. He wrote National Security

Action Memorandum (NSAM) 216 which would have had all troops and assets OUT of Vietnam, by 1965. Johnson, who I believe

was scared to death of the CIA (getting the point across due to what he saw riding in the car right in back of the Presidential limo)

signed NSAM 217, which over rode 216 on the VERY day of President Kennedy's funeral.NSAM 217 lead to the Gulf of Tonkin

incident/resolution.

Think about this: Every president AFTER President Kennedy was the result of a coup de'etat and therefore not legally elected. All of

their actions - all of the "wars" to this day - unlawful and the result of a bloody overthrow of our elected executive.  Johnson was a

mean, nasty SOB, but he got the message. He once said (on tape) "J*sus Chr*st! we are running our own Murder Incorporated!"

 November 22 1963, the day the music died, Bye Bye Miss American pie. ....    Peace and Love
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earlymornings
Joined On 3/3/2017 8:48:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Recently on The Whistleblower Newsroom Catherine Austin Fitts was asked what she thought of Elon Musk and Catherine said that Elon

is building a control grid. What are we to think of him owning Twitter?
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imaginal110
Joined On 6/28/2010 9:16:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Elon spent 44 billion demonstrating that he thinks Twitter is the forum for truth. My .2 cents worth is that it isn't.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"What are we to think of him owning Twitter?" Power corrupts; absolute power corrupts absolutely
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lisedm
Joined On 6/25/2021 12:13:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi! Do you have the link to the Whistleblower Newsroom with Catherine? Thank you! Lise from Maine (former licensed clinician)
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earlymornings
Joined On 3/3/2017 8:48:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@lisedm I listened on itunes to Catherine Austin Fitts. It's also on youtube https://youtu.be/eNO0uuzIm48  and Kristina Borjesson

has this site thewhistleblowernewsroom.podbean.com
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lim4293
Joined On 5/30/2021 9:17:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Surely there is an agenda planned for this. Its' all about control in one way or another. None of us need a chip in our brains. Also on

the site you mentioned a very interesting broadcast to listen to February 25, 2022....... "Herding human livestock....". And I thought

we were referred to as slaves.....cheers
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The truth will never be realised www.bitchute.com/.../.....the truth needs to be realised. You are the change you need to be. Let us create

our own internet... lets build our own websites. We need to have the education our chilldren/homeschool outside of the International

criminal cabal and its propaganda...and can project our selves forward of their ownership.. We need our own community of like minds to

move forward.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do I dare offer input on raising children? I hope parents do not think I am intruding onto their turf. But we are not living in normal times.

Some thoughts just came to me. It is more important than ever nowadays to raise moral children who have independence and congdence

to not conform to things that are wrong and evil. One way to encourage this is thru certain individualized sports that also provide useful

survival skills. Martial arts are good for children. In addition to teaching skills, a good dojo will also teach discipline and self-control. Judo

and karate are a good form of exercise that supports health. Firearms training and marksmanship.

Gun safety and respect for grearms should be taught from an early age. Archery with a recurved bow is a very good sport for building

lung capacity and upper body strength. I also admire the skill involved in wrestling. Many of these are traditional sports with a long

history and tradition. These sports also require adult supervision and family involvement along the way. Those are also positive

developmental aspects for young people. There may be ways around some of the costs involved if a person is resourceful. Take children

hunting and/or gshing and camping to teach them skills and values. -continued-
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

-continued- Traditional games for the mind—chess (!), Scrabble, Monopoly… Read to young children daily (before bed?) from their

youngest years. Make sure there are age-appropriate reading materials in the home. Set an example by reading yourself instead of

watching television. Take children to libraries, watch for discards (many are best sellers), swap books with home schoolers and

neighbors, book sales, etc. Not sure if Dolly Parton still has book give-aways for children whose families could not otherwise

afford books, but there are many sources of free books and magazines. Provide a literacy environment for children—even if it is

just a bulletin board in their room with a few short articles and pictures posted on it that are changed regularly.

Children should have an allowance until they are old enough to earn money on their own and a savings account. It does not need to

be a large amount of money--in fact, many parents give children too much money and for too many years. Parents should have

them understand that they are also expected to do certain chores. There should be an education about what the allowance money

is to be used for --such as donating a portion, paying a club dues, etc. This teaches a child to manage money--also basic math!

Nothing teaches addition and subtraction as fast as counting pennies! ;-)
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I fully agree. Just make sure you and all children use cash whenever possible. Worst idea I've ever seen is the (go henry) debit card

for little children which indoctrinates them into a completely cashless life. I was blessed as I had a paper route from a young age

where our kitchen table was covered in coins for me to put into wrappers to pay the district manager every week.
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lim4293
Joined On 5/30/2021 9:17:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I understand the tools used to manipulate voting issues, which are treasonous in my opinion. I also know that many search engines

(metager, dogpile, etcetera) skew medical/science studies, etcetera, and limit/manipulate the search results you get. I have looked up

specigc medical studies that I found from other sources, on Pubmed and found they were not listed as they related to natural health

remedies or nutrition. I have also found many studies on Pubmed where the studies were listed, but stated as "no abstract available".

Searches on Google scholar were also missing as well. Clearly nutrition and natural remedy solutions are being hidden......cheers.
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karacolman
Joined On 9/15/2020 1:37:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Look in to dogma that is put-in everything they can to see your state of culture.Wile they`re the real culture of dismiss,[like] for just a test

on them, when you answer a phone,and say HELLO, This connects,then, if you answer,YES,the call don`t know what to do,and hangs

up...And just for fun, when i get a bullcrap call,i give them a load of false info.These googlesnorts or any same type searchers, can be

messed with, with made up baloney.They`re lost when they get hit with a human questioning authority,with an attack of words of [you

ain`t nothing but aload of bullshirt...
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Power corrupts, absolute power corrupts absolutely. We need to gnd ways to confront Google, not to avoid it. I'd love to see a search page

I can customize to present my search results from TWO search engines of my choice, side by side - to make the bias visible. . Google

gives me power in exchange for their monitoring. Most of my internet activity is empowered, not damaged by Google services. No

effective tool is entirely benevolent, nor entirely negative. I need to use Google for many reasons. Sometimes, I need to avoid Google.

Sometimes, I need to better understand how Google is manipulating me.
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Philip92
Joined On 9/25/2013 12:48:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For de-googled phone there are some options to buy them online. In the EU the efoundation with their fork of LineageOS called /e/OS is a

great option. They call their rebranded phone murena phones. They even got a FairPhone 4 and refurbished Samsungs. For the US Rob

Braxman offers degoogled Pixels with LineageOS and his own Brax2-Phone with a fork of the original AOSP. Also keep in mind that

Facebook/Meta, and that includes Instagram and WhatsApp, is terrible for your privacy as well, and should be limited (as a regular user)

to desktop in an isolated and dedicated browser (Waterfox in my case.) I also practice browser isolation on my devices.

For desktop (Windows with Cortana & other trackers turned off.): - FB/Meta only - Waterfox - Google/YouTube (logged in) - Chrome -

Google/Youtube (not logged in) - Vivaldi - Brave - everything else that isn't Google or FB Also I am very careful with what I do or do not do

on Chrome (Google logged in)/Facebook and only use it, if I have to (it's a necessary evil sometimes) or want to give them different

opinions. For de-tracking Windows a tool called "o&o shutup10" is a great option - works best on Windows Pro.

I practice browser isolation on mobile as well: - Bromite (YT/Google NOT logged in) - Preinstalled Browser (Google logged in - never used

it yet) - Firefox Focus (FB/Meta - never used it yet) - Else (Brave) I use brave search as my main search engine, sometimes I use startpage

(anonymous Google). But I set other search engines on my other browsers, although rarely used, just in case to avoid being tracked that

way, if that's even an issue. Other great search engines include: Yandex and Qwant. Also for Googles' "2FA" I have an old google phone

with another SIM card. So far I only had to use that phone 2-4 times since January 2022. It's turned off and inside a faraday bag when not

needed.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Powers That Be (TPTB) and their agents will never provide the "insight and understanding" you need, so to reveal the 'who, what, and

why" that they are. For an open and free society, it is the responsible "individual" that must seek this truthfulness.
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junieb
Joined On 9/22/2009 9:22:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

#4 - Avoid Android? Rob Braxman says avoid IPhone by FAR. Iphone tracks you EVEN WHEN THE PHONE IS OFF and you cannot turn it

off. Nothing was said in this article about Iphone and Apple?? You can also buy de-googled phones from Rob Braxman , brax.me, or his

phones sell on Amazon.  Don't use AutoComplete when you're entering information on a website on Chrome. That will be hard to do

because you won't want to type everything out, and they bring up your info and it would be so easy to just click it. If you click it, they keep

track of everything you're doing on the website.
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cat86887
Joined On 11/9/2017 5:28:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They're still tracking even if you don't use autocomplete.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Android tracks you when the phone is off also. The TV series Myth Busters did a special on this. They even bought a new phone,

did a 600 mile road trip, and then activated the phone after the trip was over. They still got advertisements related to the activities

they did along the road trip/vacation they went on!
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Philip92
Joined On 9/25/2013 12:48:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

True. Rob is great for privacy :)! Also I think when he writes "avoid android" it means "google android/android with GAPPs". People

shouldn't fall for Apple.
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M.H.Deal
Joined On 11/22/2017 8:29:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If it can be monetized, it will be.  Be assured of it.  It would be helpful if the date of recording these videos was evident.  These two still

talk as if 2020 is in the future when it's now behind in the dust.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/6/2022 10:35:03 PM
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

People need to use their brain and to ignore G. "suggestions" while doing a search. I got rid of gmail 5 yrs ago, and use Runbox(Norway),

Tutanota, Protonmail, and Yandex Mail. Unfortunately de-googled smart phones are not yet as good as Android phones, especially

Samsung. Librem 5 phone is actively developed but is still not there yet. Other de-google phones are just inferior. Maybe somebody can

comment on that ?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/6/2022 9:07:50 PM
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M.H.Deal
Joined On 11/22/2017 8:29:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Epstein shouldn't be at all surprised at Hillary's attack on him. She's been like this since she was at Maine Twp. High School, both Maine

East and Maine South, in Park Ridge, IL., and that also includes the Methodist Church she attended.  Unfortunately, she's devoid of "the

milk of human kindness" as well as Christian charity.  Too bad he's so distressed over the opinion of such a miserable human being.

 How'd I know this?  Relatives who knew her "when."  Hasn't changed a wit since she was a teen. Epstein needs to be a bit more

discriminating in choosing his enthusiasms.  Or, to quote the guy himself, " you don't know what you don't know."

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/6/2022 8:46:25 PM
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elliecats
Joined On 12/2/2015 9:28:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's easy, folks, don't use it!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/6/2022 7:28:26 PM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The less dependent you are and the fewer expenses you have, the better off you will be. Can you name a single system that is not

collapsing? Economic, justice, food, energy/fuel, transportation, educational, medical... Things will get a lot worse before they get better.

Govt tells you it will get better soon, so you can know by their lies that it will get worse for a long time.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/6/2022 4:53:10 PM
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sunZowerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I do NOT use a cellphone due to Arthur Firstenberg's call to stop using it.  Already using the Brave browser, and like it.  Using Duck Duck

Go, although i've heard that it's not much better than google. Don't use gmail; use Yahoo email. May switch over to ProtonMail.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/6/2022 3:43:36 PM
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yahoo Mail is a Gmail's slave. Use Tutanota, Runbox(Norway), Protonmail, Posteo(Germany) or any other email service NOT based

in rotten american empire.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/6/2022 9:13:31 PM
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

IDK..but I pay $60 a year for Smartmail and have since it started a few years ago.....never had a problem or a complaint.i get no

adverising.nogarbage mail..no spam....no problems..worth the $59 a year ....and get StartPage free and can regulate it any way

you want it to be of do...

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/6/2022 10:03:47 PM
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ble8893
Joined On 3/29/2021 5:24:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I put my iPhone and iPad in faraday bags at night. Could also do it other times. I stay off Google as much as possible but it is virtually

impossible to completely avoid them.
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dejure
Joined On 8/23/2009 3:38:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ONE OF THE GREATEST PROBLEMS WITH THE NET is, how one sided nearly everything is. For example: I modiged many written

contracts over the years, to make them more balanced and equally fair to me. You cannot do that with any on-line agreement. It's, now, all

or nothing.  Many would say "just don't sign up," but you are actually punished for, for example, not "going paperless." Or, how about trying

to buy gas at Costco, or late at night? Think about it: (1) In many states, like Washington, we can be charged with a crime for recording

conversations without the permission of the other party.

(2) Using certain tricks in contracts is prohibited and can void all or part of the contract. In spite of the foregoing, and more, Google and

others bury privacy violations deep in endlessly worded user agreements. We need to DEMAND our laws be modiged to insure we can

have as much control as those using Net service access means. That is, the ability to deny companies access into our lives unrelated to

the services we bought, or other violations of privacy taking place merely because we searched for a new rice maker.
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dejure
Joined On 8/23/2009 3:38:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

IF you think they cannot listen, consider this: Around 1970, I was charged with installing and intercom system between oSce buildings of

the Army's 3rd of the 8th Calvary unit, in Germany. The only thing I was given to work with was the main control box, which was to sit in

the top sergeant's oSce.  In exchange for installing the unit, I'd get my clearing [out] papers early, keeping a two watt bulb two week

wonder off my back. I, desperately, wanted to pull the job off. I used speakers from dead radio equipment for the talk end. To my surprise,

Tipping a toggle on the base station to the listen mode allowed the speaker to serve as a microphone. Imagine what can be done now.
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

wow!!! this is sickening.
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Krofter
Joined On 6/2/2015 9:47:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

By the latter part of 2020 Google was already using its key word algorithm to track emails in my gmail account and caught my numerous

references to my Substack blog and its exposure of the lies behind the "oScial covid narrative". By early 2021 Google had me blocked

from all of its platforms. I grst noticed it when any comment I made, covid neutral or otherwise, was immediately removed from youtube.

Already had a protonmail account so I haven't used gmail since then. secularheretic.substack.com
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arupond
Joined On 10/13/2007 11:09:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes they almost got me as was away from my computer for two months and when i came back google had erased all that was on my

google Voice i had for many years and in a round - about way tried to get me to change ph # based on what #'s they carried and a new

email also manipulated. Caught on it was a ploy so deleted all that i could of google...Have been using DuckDuck for a browser for some

time now. anand arupo, Joseph, OR
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el-graf
Joined On 9/11/2008 11:47:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Google turning people into prawns ..... treif.
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Chele12
Joined On 5/28/2012 6:42:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Google has information warehouses all over the nation collecting data.  Also think of all the schools that require students to have gmail

accounts and use google classroom and related educational suite apps. These kids are being tracked from kindergarten. Look at PBIS

and it behavioral tracking system. Schools are now requiring students to upload work into digital binders that will follow them through

school. It goes deeper than we realize.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Susceptible minds can fall into the manipulative abyss, but those who are awake know what's up. The key is to choose sources wisely

where you get information. It's not all that hard to do so...
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burnz1
Joined On 3/10/2022 8:22:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Epstein may prefer Clinton to Trump(he voted for her), but the thing he seems to really dislike is Google. An article in the New York Times

from early 2012 points to a tiff the psychologist had with the company after his website was hacked. Google directed visitors not to go to

his page until the malicious code was removed—and kept the warning up even after Epstein tried, apparently unsuccessfully, to clean up

his security and begged Google to remove the label. Epstein threatened to sue the company for not removing the warning, explaining to

the Times that he felt like he was yelling at a brick wall. Later that year, he published a series of articles in the HuSngton Post about why

Google should be regulated. For the next few years, he began to publish more regularly about how easily Google could throw an election,

largely citing himself. Starting in 2016, he become a regular on Breitbart discussing the Google topic.
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rob5532
Joined On 10/19/2021 2:36:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

i use to be a dem, but i realized they didn't represent me. i wanted bernie. clintons war mongrers, i can't be a rep because they don't

respect mother earth. the best person would represent mother earth grst. there is one planet. nature is so important. we are parasites,

but the animals and plants and trees work together. we could learn. i want to say i don't understand epsteins reasoning but he is a

democrat so he doesn't have that much common sense. if zucker sent go votes to dems and was caught, the next step would be to have

to send go vote to reps. the fact that that wasn't ya response makes me wonder what are you leaving out.
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wareagle82
Joined On 1/25/2022 10:01:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Small wonder that the authoritarian left is in freakout mode over Musk's purchase of Twitter. They fear their hegemony is, at the very

least, potentially being exposed and, at worst, outright challenged. The current and predictable talking point is that Musk is a racist.

Because reasons.
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burnz1
Joined On 3/10/2022 8:22:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Or... That the far right fears anything in the center of common sense (above, referred to as the authoritarian left) and will latch onto

the biased propaganda without even a semblance of fact checking.  

slate.com/technology/2019/08/robert-epstein-google-bias-conservative-b..
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Sundog17
Joined On 2/25/2022 8:19:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Every morning I go to Mercola and download the PDF's and the videos. Today, interestingly, I cannot download the videos...errors galore.

The main PDF of the article can't be downloaded either. This has never happened before. The transcript worked, though.  Coincidence?

Fluke?
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I haven't been able to download the video in months. I was doing the same as you. I was explaining how to do it nearly every day. I

guess they encrypted it or something.
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gammy678
Joined On 7/6/2021 1:00:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m not sure what steps to take to get rid of Google. All of my info like contacts and favorites would be gone.that means I couldn’t use

youtube either. Am I understanding this correctly?
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

gammy678, Yes, you are. Follow the recommendations given above.
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I recently switched to Brave browser and they copied over all my saved websites. I don't know if the websites, like youtube, save

your favorites or if it's done with your browser.
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

you can use Youtube. DuckDuckGo asks you where you want to watch Youtube, so choose DDG.
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here is an outstanding 8 minute video that sums up in so very few words the difference between those persons who became their own

worse enemies by blindly letting the mainstream media and government agencies do their thinking for them, in contrast to those who

took charge of their own health and refused the "vaccine": www.bitchute.com/.../hghIvgt8z9kr
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canary_ingoldmine
Joined On 12/5/2021 8:19:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's too bad he sums it up by saying that now we know "who matters" and who doesn't. Though I'm not one of them, vaccinated

people matter too. And their injuries matter. This callous and kinda holier-than-thou attitude is unfortunate, especially from

someone who hasn't yet ggured out that ALL vaccines injure. They all contain heavy metals and other ingredients that injure some

children and adults every year. He's just lucky he wasn't impacted by his choice to vaccinate his children. If they had been injured

because of his lack of critical thinking and his willingness to adhere to the government's childhood vax schedule, would his

children not matter? Some people lack critical thinking skills. Some lack Empathy. But we ALL matter.
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ColdTurkey
Joined On 12/16/2019 8:14:58 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Canary-ingoldmine: This man lives in Ukraine and has been risking his life and his well being reporting from there, frequently

reporting on "the Duran, " available on Rumble and YouTube. He has shown great symphony for the wounded and dying on both

sides. There is no doubt that he agrees that ALL people matter. He most certainty does not lack Empathy. Thanks for watching.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Off topic, but I think this is a true report from the WHO. www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/who-says-15-million-have-died-from-pandem..  

 According to WHO's calculations, the USA is not #1 in Covid-19 deaths. According to the WHO, we are 4th. Supposedly 4.7 million people

died in India from Covid-19 by the end of last year. Russia was the next highest with nearly 1.1 million deaths. Indonesia was a close 3rd

place at over one million. The U.S. had more than 930,000 covid-19 deaths, which we know that more than half of those deaths were

ventilator/Remdesivir induced because almost no one that is Amish died from Covid because they won't go inside a hospital. Of course,

the WHO makes no mention of China. I'm sure more people died in China that everyone else combined.
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

these so called "statistics" of "pandemic" are all manipulated. All Lies. All fake. Everything is done to create STRESS and FEAR in

people. That STRESS is what kills people. These numbers include EVERY singe death from ANY cause. All deaths in one basket.

You see people still wearing face masks ? These people are stressed out and will develop health problem s sooner or later.

De-population plan is degnitely working. 90% of population are sheeple.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I do like Birds....and they are clever .... 2) Magpies may be smarter than many people -- they refuse to wear devices that can track them

wirelessly. Unexpected, Rare Avian Behavior Stuns Scientists   "The scientists intended to learn more about the birds by using innovative,

tiny, wearable tracking devices to collect data on all sorts of daily magpie activities...   "Within ten minutes of gtting the gnal tracker, we

witnessed an adult female without a tracker working with her bill to try and remove the harness off of a younger bird," according to Potvin.

"Within hours, most of the other trackers had been removed. By day 3, even the dominant male of the group had its tracker successfully

dismantled."   https://***.com/4by9uwuw
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And Gotta Have a New Cellphone and Tablet and some for your kids? ......brain cancer up about million % ...duhhhhhh

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

~~~~~ And the last few days I have been making Bone Broth..... MMM  now it's done.....not a bad deal.....10 kg of bones made 2

litres of Tallow, great for  frying up French Fries ..and about 20 litres of the best thick bone broth..... cost about $2....The old

WoodStove is cheap heat for good cooking n hot water....
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hummmmmm I have some comments.. Interesting how $22 billion spent on this deadly RF Band,,,,and looking at who is bidding high on

2.5 GHz band it is very near 2.45 GHz where your Microwave oven cooks food ...now connecting the dots....when these towers and mini

broadcaster units start pumping our some serious power out...maybe ya might smell something or someone frying ...... Strange ,but true .

Here is a Wiki chart of the Electromagnetic spectrum  >>>>> en.wikipedia.org/.../Electromagnetic_spectrum      

Now notice in the chart the last row" Energy per Photon", question now is at that rate of voltage....and what frequency will do what to you?

 Well DARPA has been working on that for decades..so they have it down to a ;T; as what it will do to a living tissue and effects in types of

tissue and on what type of thing has that type of tissue. Oh of course wiki is going to tell ya its "Harmless".....maybe...but at what Power ?

And PULSE RATE?? From DEEP in MyMountain Research&Lavatory Facility .....smiling ROFLMAO......"MyMountain Research&Lavatory

Facility" ...........yeah....FLUSH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!LOLOLOLOL
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kev8395
Joined On 7/4/2013 5:50:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great article and very interesting follow up comments and advice. But...it is conTicting advice TBH. Bottom line: If we have to have a

cell/mobile phone what is the best option for real privacy ? Thanks in advance. I read the comment about brax.me and "de-googled"

phones, thanks for that link, but I haven't seen any genuine phones for sale that are 100% private. I know we can buy, at exorbitant cost,

real private phones with handsets from somewhere in Asia and separate sim cards from another jurisdiction for REAL privacy but that

incurs a high monthly running cost on top of the initial purchase cost which is beyond most peoples budget. Thanks again for any

thoughts.
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

there are quite a few real private phones, without any connection to google. Librem5 is the top of the line, still underdeveloped and

quite expensive.There are many more. Do a search. Google doesn't prevent you doing this.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Google is in bed with the CIA and they are pure evil! I've yet to read the article; but before I do; those who aren't aware of the current series

"Propaganda Exposed", need to be. I've gnished episode 2 and Ty and Charlene are leaving no stone unturned! Please; for yourself and for

humanity, do not miss this; and pass it on to everyone you can. Episode one is still up (apparently, they broke Bitchute with their

numbers). If you had any "faith" at all in Big Pharma and the system...you won't, after watching this!

go2.propaganda-exposed.com/.../episode-1
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A well presented synopsis of propaganda...I'm watching it. Keep spreading all the info.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Suzi; Shannon was nice enough to give me the link. I had already registered (more than once) and (being somewhat paranoid) I

seriously suspect that microshaft was blocking that link from reaching me. I guess they'll have to try harder!
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Background: Ford Foundation and the CIA_________By the late 1950s the Ford Foundation possessed over $3 billion in assets. The

leaders of the Foundation were in total agreement with Washington's post-WWII projection of world power. A noted scholar of the

period writes: "At times it seemed as if the Ford Foundation was simply an extension of government in the area of international

cultural propaganda. The foundation had a record of close involvement in covert actions in Europe, working closely with Marshall

Plan and CIA oScials on specigc projects" (Ibid, p.139).

This is graphically illustrated by the naming of Richard Bissell as President of the Foundation in 1952. In his two years in oSce

Bissell met often with the head of the CIA, Allen Dulles, and other CIA oScials in a "mutual search" for new ideas. In 1954 Bissell

left Ford to become a special assistant to Allen Dulles in January 1954 (Ibid, p. 139). Under Bissell, the Ford Foundation (FF) was

the "vanguard of Cold War thinking".
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

But the Ford Foundation was completely benevolent. They owned and operated all the gumball machines in my town when I was

growing up.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Evidently, I was correct in thinking that microshaft blocked the reply from the "Propaganda Exposed" site! FYI; it didn't even make it

to my "spam" folder! I just registered again through Mailfence and ToR browser and within a very short time, had the

acknowledgement email. I really have to recommend either Mailfence or Protonmail, if you don't want to miss out on important

info.
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earlymornings
Joined On 3/3/2017 8:48:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Randy this series is covering everything. A good suggestion. Episode 2 will be up until the 3rd episode starts this evening.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Earlymornings; Included, are some clips of interviews from their past docuseries; which is a nice bonus for those who missed them

(Truth About Cancer and Truth About Vaccines). They even had the 9/11 BBC video clip, where the reporter had already announced

that "Building 7" had fallen - while it was still standing behind her! They imploded it some 20 minutes later. One of the best "Oops"

moments ever!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/6/2022 7:52:19 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

earlymornings
Joined On 3/3/2017 8:48:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@ Randyfast I was fortunate to see 3 of there series. Cancer, Vaccines and Eastern Medicine were excellent.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/6/2022 11:11:59 AM

& Like  ' Dislike
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Earlymornings; I'm sure that the entire series is excellent. I was talking to a man who was one of the recipients of a bulk email;

telling him that he really should watch it...like countless others - he just isn't interested! We've already lost this gght! At least, there

are those of us who won't be blindsided by what's coming. I have to wait another 8 hours for episode three. I'm going to play my

sax now.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/6/2022 11:51:58 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

earlymornings
Joined On 3/3/2017 8:48:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@ Randyfast It is too much for some people to face the propaganda and admit there are those who would do harm. Play your sax,

good vibrations. It's good to play and listen to music to keep up ones spirit and strength.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/6/2022 1:19:16 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

diapason
Joined On 7/4/2019 1:26:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As with other comments below, I registered for Propaganda Exposed but haven't received the daily emails. I found them on Rumble

as I have had to do with some other similar series. If I don't have time to watch immediately, I download them with Realplayer.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/7/2022 6:51:03 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Diapason; good for you. It's quite clear to me now, that many people's email is being blocked from receiving those notices! The

level of control is increasing by the day.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/7/2022 7:05:31 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Nadine17
Joined On 6/20/2006 1:38:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How to get Google off cell and laptop? Anyone know?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/6/2022 3:36:39 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

ragus
Joined On 12/25/2008 4:07:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@Nadine17: See my post here with "To really detach yourself, check these resources".

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/7/2022 7:37:55 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

davidle
Joined On 5/7/2011 7:38:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I use Duckduckgo to do my searches.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/6/2022 8:29:37 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

lim4293
Joined On 5/30/2021 9:17:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I did too until I read they were taken over and corrupted too....

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/6/2022 11:49:58 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

earlymornings
Joined On 3/3/2017 8:48:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@lim4293 I've also heard it is corrupted. A search on duckduckgo is almost identical to a search on google.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/6/2022 1:20:57 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

ragus
Joined On 12/25/2008 4:07:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Epstein has many good points, but I have a hard time taking anyone serious who advocate Google domination, by peddling Google code,

which Brave browser is based on. To really detach yourself, check these resources: https://www.privacytools.io/

 https://www.privacyguides.org/  and www.reddit.com/.../degoogle  -- Note the comment under browsers: "We don't recommend any

Chromium-based browsers and browsers that use the Blink browser engine". They are talking about Brave.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/6/2022 6:51:48 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

burnz1
Joined On 3/10/2022 8:22:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Love the "references" for this article. Bitchute - "known for accommodating far-right individuals and conspiracy theorists, and for hosting

hate speech." Epoch Times - "a far-right international multi-language newspaper and media company aSliated with the Falun Gong new

religious movement." Zero Hedge - " is a far-right libertarian gnancial blog and news aggregator. Zero Hedge, per its motto, is bearish in

its investment outlook and analysis." And of utmost concern is - the bogus triple threat, where a theory not fact becomes just that to the

sheeple of the far right. slate.com/technology/2019/08/robert-epstein-google-bias-conservative-b..  " Though the clip of Epstein’s

testimony was a month old, Trump’s tweets inspired conservative media outlets to jump on the story—and the rest of the media to point

out just how bogus Epstein’s claims are."

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 5/6/2022 8:25:45 AM

& Like  ' Dislike
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